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Less than two months into the coronavirus lockdowns affecting most of the world, a Facebook 
group named ‘View from my window’ hit 2 million members. As we write these words, that 
group’s collected posts have been published in a 400-page book, with an additional 5000 posts 
pending, all pictures of what people see from their windows during confinement. This was the 
context for our call for contributions addressing the concept of building narratives about and 
through spaces, because this is the reality of our connection to spaces now. We live in a time 
when we mostly inhabit domestic spaces, and we can only go as far as the view from our 
windows allows us. With this reality in mind, we proudly present the third issue of Diffractions: 
‘BUILDING NARRATIVES: CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURES AND SPATIAL 
MEANING’. 
The question to be asked, though, is this: Why was the idea of this issue, which followed a 
graduate conference held at Universidade Católica Portuguesa in December 2019, so compelling 
to discuss? Or why is it that the relationships between individuals and spaces are increasingly 
becoming one of the most prevalent topics in academia, art, technology and even TV 
commercials? Note the amount of publications, conferences, and university courses addressing 
the theme, along with the persistence of the subjective experience of space in photography and 
art installations. As for commercials, the American Pantene’s 2019 holiday commercial was 
about how people from the LGBTQ+ community experience going home for Christmas. The 
Trans chorus of Los Angeles sings: ‘I‘ll be home for Christmas,’ though they seem to be more at 
home in the chorus than in their actual hometowns among their families. The idea of going back 
to their homes for Christmas carries obvious anxiety and fear as it means stepping into a space 
where their gender identities are either concealed or condemned. The commercial ends with: 
‘Whenever, wherever, however you come home. Coming home should be #BeautifuLGBTQ’.  
So much could be said about the intense presence of space as an object to reflect on in its 
own right, not to be taken for granted as a setting for everyday happenings. In other words, the 
subjective experience of space— its workings on its dwellers, and the workings of its dwellers on 
it,— is an everyday happening that is reflected upon and discussed as a crucial element in our 




‘everydayness’, as Certeau (1980) and Lefebvre (1947) would argue. This persistent dialogue 
with and about spaces we inhabit uncovers a need for grounding: a need to feel the ground under 
one’s feet, metaphorically, and arguably even literally.  
What is being sought after is a sense of ‘presence’, which Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht sees in 
light of the relationship things hold to our bodies. How do ‘things’ touch us and how we, in our 
turn, touch them? (Gumbrecht 2012). This thirst for ‘presence’ seeks an escape from the ‘too 
closeness of the world’ (Berlant 2011) represented in the atomization of individual existences 
resulting from the systemic impasse defining this epoch: the crisis of capitalism which began in 
2008; the breakdown of the post-war political and social consensus in the West; the widening 
gap between spaces of accumulation of wealth and spaces of downward mobility; the rise of 
populism in Europe, and its success in the United States, Brazil and Britain; the growing 
movements against racism and xenophobia (Black Lives Matter) and against sexism (#metoo); 
the displacement of millions of refugees in the Middle East, as well as the massive internal and 
external migration worldwide in pursuit of survival and/or better livelihoods. The list goes on 
and on.  
This day and time is not an era of grand promises or expecting the ‘lendemain qui chante’1 
(the chanting morrows), but of realizing that when the morrows had come, they fell short of 
chanting. Thus, this urge to find, or even create, this umbilical cord which ties individuals to 
their surroundings, to the spaces they inhabit or pass through, was needed.  
It may be hasty, at the moment, to venture a critical reflection on the current pandemic 
situation we are facing and its possible outcomes on our relationship to space. We still do not 
have the benefits of distance and time which are necessary to detangle the workings of spatial 
confinement in the present and how it may affect our sense of spatiality in the future, especially 
when the work of confinement is not over yet. However, this may actually be an opportune 
moment to reflect on what we made of space and what it made of us in pre-pandemic times, 
particularly when most contributions published here were authored in confinement about spaces 
explored by our collaborators in before the break out of the pandemic and the subsequent 
restrictions. 
																																								 																				
1	The expression first appeared in ‘Jeunesse’, a song written by Paul Vaillant Couturier and composed by Arthur 
Honegger in 1937. It expressed an overpowering sense of hope during the interwar period. ‘Nous sommes la 
jeunesse ardente.. Qui vient escalader le ciel [...] Nous bâtirons un lendemain qui chante’ (Paul Vaillant-
Couturier, Jeunesse, 1937).		




Constructing narratives is one way to feel grounded, to make sense of things. Narratives aid 
in overcoming spatial alienation through mediating a relationship between spaces and their 
inhabitants, i.e. narratives construct the umbilical cords which connect us once again. We would 
also like to construct the following narrative out of the present issue of Diffractions: there are the 
actual narratives with which our authors work—these are quite rich in variety and genre— and 
there is the narrative that we, as editors, have constructed from their works.  
As for the authors’ work with space and its narrativisation, we may discern three main 
methods through which the contributions built and spoke of narratives: fiction, physical 
immersion, and re-visiting. Ana Margarida Abrantes, Jelena Žugić, and Malcolm Miles engage 
with fiction as a means of understanding, if not even constructing space. Speaking of narrative 
naturally recalls fictions, which is what Abrantes emphasizes in her discussion of reading 
narratives as a mental spatial shift. In her ‘From Space to Mental Space: A Cognitive Perspective 
into Narrative and the Architecture of the Human Mind’, Abrantes draws on Nelson Goodman’s 
and Ansgar Nünning’s approach to narrative as a way of world-making. She discusses how 
fiction, particularly reading fiction, allows us to be mentally transported to new spaces, and how 
space is not only a location, but it also has a conceptual scope. Cortázar’s short story 
‘Continuidad de los parques’ illustrates her point as it serves as a meta-narrative of the 
experience of reading fiction and its ability to create and blur the boundaries between different 
spatial realities. 
There seems to be something compelling about Cortázar’s spaces. Malva E.Filer argues that: 
‘the fiction of Cortázar appears as a constantly renewed attempt at increasing the possibilities of 
the essential correlation of spatiotemporal relationships that occur in the imaginative process’ 
(Filer 1986). Jelena Žugić, in her ‘“Cancerous Recommence”: Spaces of (Im)possibility in Julio 
Cortázar’s Short Stories’ also engages with this imaginative process, but from the perspective of 
Cortázar’s protagonists, not his readers. Drawing on Walter Benjamin’s Arcades Project, Žugić 
explores the city as experienced by the protagonists of four short stories of Cortázar’s. The 
protagonists, in their encounters with the city, keep wavering between averting the intense 
proximity of the city, on the one hand, and soaking into the promises it opens up, on the other. 
They seem to inhabit the in-betweenness of (im)possibility. She engages with Cortázar’s cities as 
spaces for desire and longing where his flâneurs get constantly caught up in disrupting the city 
traffic, and being disrupted by it.  




Malcolm Miles also explores the city, but he takes us from Cortázar’s world to T.S.Eliot’s 
‘Wasteland’. The author, in ‘Urban Narratives: Nostalgia or Engagement?’, delves into Eliot’s 
London which the latter depicts as a space that swallows its inhabitants. He refutes Eliot’s 
perspective on city life and boldly describes it as ‘inadequate’. Miles examines the dichotomy of 
‘immersive’ and ‘escapist’ tendencies in modern art and literature, highlighting how Eliot’s 
escapism led to a nostalgia for a rural idyll and the construction of rurality as a space of salvation 
away from ‘drowning’ in the uncertainty of the urban life.  
Drowning brings us to the second method of narrative construction in this issue which is 
‘physical immersion’. Both Caitlin Kraemer and ‘The Walkative Society’ form dialogues with 
space through fully bodily engagement. In ‘Swimming in the City: Urban-River-Swimming as 
Spatial Appropriation in the Spree Canal in Central Berlin’, Kraemer compares the swimmer to 
the walker. However, swimming allows bodies to access spaces normally inaccessible for the 
walker’s paths. It allows for a different experience of the city which favors immersion and direct 
bodily contact over voyeurism which the inhabitants of Berlin are compelled to, due to the 
inaccessibility of the urban space in areas where the canal runs. The author explores the 
‘Flussbad Project’ which may be able to revive urban swimming through the improvement of the 
quality of water in the spree. Echoes of Lefebvre’s ‘right to the city’ could be seen in the 
possibility of bodies flowing in Berlin’s urban water. 
‘The Walkative Society’ exercises this right to the city through conventional walking, but 
they walk unconventionally. They are not Benjamin’s flâneurs. They walk immersively, bringing 
personal artistic and research practices from all walks of life to the act of walking. The Royal 
College of Art is home for ‘The Walkative Society’ which Iyari Martinez interviews with the 
aim of discovering their experience of walking after the pandemic and what it means, for them, 
to ‘walk virtually’. 
The third method of narrative-making taking place in this issue, is ‘revisiting’. In fact, it 
seems to be the most controversial method as it raises more questions than it provides answers. 
Revisiting implies that there were pre-existing narratives which need to be re-evaluated, 
explained, retrieved or repaired. The act of revisiting leaves room for much more to be desired. 
Once revisiting is initiated, one does not help but wonder if it suffices, if the lack which initiated 
the need for a revisit has been fulfilled. Alejandro Ponce De León–Calero as a researcher, 
Mohamed Hadidi as an artist, and Alfredo Brant as both an artist and researcher all engage in 




acts of revisiting spaces in order to weave together what once was with what now is. 
Interestingly, they each do so quite differently.  
Ponce de León, in ‘Reflexive Revisiting as a Cultural Studies Methodology’, revisits his 
ethnographic work conducted in Colombia in 2012. His article invites the reader to contemplate 
the sense of ‘strangeness’ and ‘placelessness’ which comes with the act of reflexive revisiting. 
Going through the account of his interlocutors in Colombia, in a town he calls ‘Villa Amor’, 
Ponce de León searches for the ‘unseen’ in the records of the inhabitants of this shantytown. He 
explores two different analytical moments, five years apart, in which the main research is the 
relation between space and violence. The records are the same; however, through revisiting 
them, the author is able to interpret the testimonies he collected differently. The accounts are no 
longer interpreted as direct responses to immediate violence, but as continuity of previous life 
experience of the interlocutors. In a way, the author revisits the space as it is, in light of what the 
lives of the inhabitants once were.  
Alfredo Brant also digs into what once was using a concept he developed called 
‘Documentary Poetics’. In this concept, two different media, photography and text, intertwine in 
representing subjective memory and relationships. Brant’s interlocutors, in his photo essay, 
‘Deslocações and Documentary Poetics: Memories within Images and Words’ are housemaids 
from São Paulo (Brazil). He explores their relationship to the different spaces they inhabit: their 
homes, their exhaustively long commute from the suburbs to the city, and the space they take 
care of daily but do not really belong to. Through his artistic practice as a photographer, and the 
data he has collected as a researcher, Brant uncovers these women’s relationships to their work 
spaces, the city, as well as their memories of previous spaces they inhabited. One of the main 
aims of Brant’s ‘Documentary Poetics’ is to bring the surrounding contexts to images and not 
only emphasize its aesthetic aspects and the immediate content they carry. 
Mohamed Hadidi writes, both in text and in photography, a melancholic ode to the 
Alexandria which once inhabited him. He belongs to a generation which dreamt of the ‘chanting 
morrows’ which were promised by the Revolution of the 25th of January 2011. This year marks 
the tenth anniversary of the Egyptian Revolution. This reminds its fighters, believers, and 
dreamers, of how ‘home’ is no longer ‘here' as Hadidi writes. His revisits to the city carry a 
sense of placelessness. Hence, he tries to keep his memories of having once felt ‘in place’ alive 




through his exhibition ‘Not-Nostalgic’2. Hadidi doubts that he managed to do so. All he knows is 
that the fragments of the city that once was still haunt what is left of his memory. The spark of 
having once dreamt, the chills felt in the moment of grand promises and when believing in their 
proximity, all linger around somewhere, and become a haunting presence. 
While this is how the authors of this issue addressed/created narratives, there is also what 
we, as editors, made out of spending a few months lost in Cortazar’s world , challenging London 
as a Wasteland, swimming in Berlin’s canals, walking with the ‘Walkative’, revisiting Villa 
Amor in Colombia, listening to São Paulo’s housemaids, and searching for the Alexandria sea. 
We saw a greater narrative encompassing and traversing all those narrative which could be 
summed up in one question: Why is it that, despite the compelling need for ‘presence’ elucidated 
by all these texts, this presence seems to take a different form in the contributions from/about the 
Global South?  
Something about the contributions from Britain, Germany, Portugal, and Serbia speaks of 
‘presence’ through possibilities. These possibilities were addressed in terms of the imagined, the 
hoped for, or that which could be swum playfully in (to use Malcolm Miles’s metaphor). In 
contrast, something about the contributions from Colombia, Brazil, and Egypt seeks ‘presence’ 
in light of the need to trace what was, what is lost or missed. It is ‘presence’ which digs into 
absence instead of engaging in an act of ‘becoming present’. There are, here, two modes of 
‘presence’; one which craves the un-lived futures, the unknown possibilities, and another which 
digs in the un-lived, or the unknown, pasts. This triggers further doubts about the possibility of 
claiming that a one-size paradigm of space may be able to fit all those different shapes of 
‘presence’.  
On the one hand, the material conditions shaping the lives and the memories revisited 
through the inhabitants of the Colombian shantytown, the young generation of the Egyptian 
Revolution, and the Brazilian housemaids are in the foreground of the narratives the authors’ 
shape from space. As a matter of fact, this materiality is their narrative. On the other hand, the 
material conditioning of Cortázar’s world, The Wasteland, and Berlin’s canals, implicitly, 
interweave with, and underlie, narratives of the possible and the imagined. This remark triggers 
another question about the previously mentioned ‘methods’ of building narratives in this issue, 
																																								 																				
2 Mohamed Hadidi’s exhibition was first held in Copenhagen in December 2018 in ‘Aberdabei gallery’. It was also 
held in Alexandria in January 2020 in ‘Besaria’ gallery.		




and whether the spaces revisited uncover a need for ‘understanding’ more than a need for 
‘presence’ (an assumption which challenges much of what has been previously discussed). 
However, this may be a matter for the readers to contemplate and judge for themselves as they 
circulate the intense, varied, beautiful, painful spaces created in this issue.  
Sarah Nagaty & Iyari Martínez 
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